
7 FUTURE WORK 

7.1 Supplementary services 

As described earlier this system can be improved to replace the existing PABX, But 
the modern PABX provide a series of attractive supplementary services. In order to 
compete with these advanced features, system should be capable enough of providing 
at least some of the supplementary services. On the other hand the present PABXs are 
designed including a EP Module to itself. If these PABXs can be integrated with this 
system that will save the investment of Gateways and system can use the 
supplementary services that the PABX provides, but the cost of these type of system 
will decide how far we can work with this approach. 
The following supplementary services are the basic need for an approach like this .If 
we will include these features; it would be a much better EP PABX solution of our 
own. 

Basic Supplementary services [21-26] 
• Multiple call handling -allows a multimedia client to handle multiple calls 

simultaneously 
• Call Transfer 
• Call forwarding 
• Call hold 
• Call park and pickup 
• Call waiting 
• Message waiting indication 
• N-way conferencing 

7.2 Interfacing the system with modern voice networks 

If we consider the modern high capacity voice networks there are number of new 
voice interfaces those support digitized and multiplexed voice other than the 
traditional FXO and FXS interfaces. E l /T l , ISDN-BRI, ISDN-PRI and XDSL are 
such common example for this new technologies. In our our country El and ISDN-
BRjyPRI technologies are popular. So an H.323 element with El/ISDN interface will 
make our system ready for high capacity integration too. There are number of H.323 
Gateways with these interfaces from various brands (Example: Cisco 2600 , 3600 , 
and AS5300) and they can be served with our Gatekeeper . But the cost of these 
products is a primary concern in limited capital environment. Therefore for any cost 
effective solution will bring a distinct advantage to systems like this, for this kind of 
integration. 
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7.3 Quality of Service improvements 

As described in chapter 6 QoS is a major concern in this type of system. RSVP is 
very popular protocol which brings very positive results in QoS configurations 
especially in congested network enlivenment. The following figure illustrate the 
RSVP background and its path reservation [8] 

P a t h M e s s a g e s 

I > ~ R e s e r v e M e s s a g e s 

Figure 7-1 Resource reservation for a point-to-point connection 

As shown figure 7-1 it is obvious that there should be two fundamental requirements 
for this RSVP mechanism. 

1. Router should support RSVP requests 
2. End-point should be able to send RSVP request to the routers 

Most of the present router equipment support RSVP, where as older versions can be 
made RSVP supportive by upgrading them with new software releases. But most of 
low-end VoIP end-points do not capable of RSVP path requesting. But in this system 
all the end points are supposed to be registered with Gatekeeper before make or 
receive any call. It would be a greater advantage if this Gatekeeper can coordinate 
these RSVP reservations on behalf of these end-points. So this is a very important 
development when system operates in bandwidth critical or congested networks. 
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1 Basic library installation 

1.1 Pwlib installation 
Steps Command 
Down load the latest version of Pwlib from 
www.ODenh323 .org 

Create a folder naming as Pwlib (/var/pwlib) "mkdir /var/pwlib" 
Copy the down loaded content to created folder 
and uncompress it 

"tar-xvfz var/pwlib/pwlib.tar.gz" 

Compile the package "make install" 

1.2 Openh32 installation 
Installation steps are same as above and was installed in directory named as "openh323" 
(/var/openh323) 

2 Gateway card driver installations 
Kernel compilation 

1. The Linux kernel source in /usr/src/linux 

2. The kernel source must match the kernel used by the system 

3. The kernel source must be configured 

4. The kernel must be compiled with Linux telephony support (CONFIG_PHONE) 
Included as a module 

5. ISAPNP auto configuration with 2.4 kernels, include Plug & Play support 

Gateway Driver installation 
Steps Command 
Download the latest driver from 
www.openh323.org 
Create a folder (/var/ixj) "mkdir /var/ixj" 
Place downloaded file on created folder 
and uncompress it 

"tar -xvfz /var/ixj/ixj_xxx_xx.tar.gz" 

Compile the Kernel for telephony support 1 " make menuconfig" and select the 
telephony option and save 
2 "make dep" 

Compile ixj package "make install" 
Load the ixj driver "modprobe ixj" 
Test the driver status "cat /proc/ixj" 

Sample out put of the testing phase when driver functions properly 
Card Num 0 
DSP Base Address 0x0300 
DSP Type 8020 
DSP Version 01.14 
Serial Number 14310256 
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Card Type = Internet PhoneJACK 
Readers 0 
Writers 0 
Capabilities 15 
Caller ID data not sent 
Play CODEC NO CODEC CHOSEN 
Record CODEC NO CODEC CHOSEN 
AEC Off 
Rec volume 0x100 
Play volume 0x100 
DTMF prescale 0x40 
Hook state 0 
Port POTS 
Base Frame 00.00 
CID Base Frame 0 
Timer Checks 7216874 
RX Ready Checks 7216874 
TX Ready Checks 7216874 
Frames Read 0 
Frames Written 0 
Dry Buffer 0 
Read Waits 0 
Write Waits 0 
Status Waits 37583122 
Status Wait Fails 0 
PControl Waits 0 
PControl Wait Fails 0 
Is Control Ready Checks 0 
Is Control Ready Check failures 0 

3 Application software installations ( Gatekeeper, Gateway and Terminal) 

Gatekeeper installation 
Steps Command 
Down load the latest version of 
Gatekeeper package (openh323gk) from 
www.openh323.org 

Create a folder naming as openh323gk 
(/var/openh323gk) 

"mkdir /var/openh323gk" 

Copy the down loaded content to created 
folder and uncompress it 

"tar-xvfz var/pwlib/openh323gk.tar.gz" 

Compile the package "make install" 

Successful installation will end up with a executable binary named as "gnugk". 
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1 Gatekeeper Configuration file 

This file includes all comments and this is a sample working file 

# File:/etc/gnugk.ini 
# comments may start with # or ; 
###################################### 

## Boolean values. 
## Boolean Values are retresented by a case insensitive string 
##-"t". . . ,"y".. . or " 1 " for TRUE 
M - all other for FALSE 

## 
## Params used in Gatekeeper. :Main() 
## 
## NOTE: This parameters may be loaded at program startup and not influenced by the 
HUP signal. 
[Gatekeeper: :Main] 
## 'config is present' indicator. Has to be 42. 
Fourtytwo=42 
#This setting is used to test the presence of the config file. If it is not found, a warning is 
issued. 
#Make sure it's in all your config files. 

#Includes in some RAS-Msgs 

Name=OpenH323GK 
#Gatekeeper identifier of this gatekeeper. The gatekeeper will only respond to GRQs for 
this 
#JD and will use it in a number of messages to its endpoints.(overwritten from command 
line parameter) 

Home=192.248.8.213 
#Default: 0.0.0.0 
#The gatekeeper will listen for requests on this IP number. By default, the gatekeeper 
listens on all 
#interfaces of your host. You should leave out this option, 
#unless you want the gatekeeper only to bind to a specified IP. 

;EndpointEDSuffix=_gkl 
#Default: _endp 
#The gatekeeper will assign a unique identifier to each registered endpoint. 
#This option can be used to specify a suffix to append to the endpoint identifier. 
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;TimeToLive=600 
#Default: -1 
#An endpoint's registration with a gatekeeper may have a limited life span. The 
gatekeeper specifies 
#the registration duration of an endpoint by including a timeToLive field in the RCF 
message. 
#After the specified time, the registration has expired. The endpoint shall periodically 
send an RRQ having 
#the keepAlive bit set prior to the expiration time. Such a message may include a 
minimum amount of 
information as described in H.225.0.This is called a lightweight RRQ. 

#This configuration setting specifies the time-to-live timer in seconds until the 
registration expires. 
#Note the endpoint may request a shorter timeToLive in the RRQ message to the 
gatekeeper. 
#To avoid an overload of RRQmessages, the gatekeeper automatically adjusts this timer 
to 60 seconds if you 
#give a lesser value! 

#After the expiration time, the gatekeeper will subsequently send two IRQ messages to 
query if the endpoint is#still alive. If the endpoint responds with an ERR, the registration 
will be extended. Otherwise the 
#gatekeeper will send a URQ with reason ttlExpired to the endpoint. The endpoint must 
then re-register 

#with the gatekeeper using a full RRQ message. 

#To disable this feature, set it to - 1 . 

;TotalBandwidth=l 000000 

#Default: -1 
#Total bandwidth available to be given to endpoints. 

;RedirectGK=Endpoints > 100 || Calls > 50 
#Default: N/A 
#This option allow you to redirect endpoints to alternate gatekeepers when the gatekeeper 
overloaded. 
#For example, with the above setting the gatekeeper will reject an RRQ if registered 
endpoints exceed 100, 
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#or reject an ARQ if concurrent calls exceed 50. 

#Furthermore, you may explicitly redirects all endpoints by setting this option to 
temporary or permanent. 
#The gatekeeper will return an RAS rejection message with a list of alternate gatekeepers 
defined in 
#AlternateGKs Note that a permanent redirection means that the redirected endpoints will 
not register 
#with this gatekeeper again. Please also note the function only takes effect to H.323 
version 4 compliant end 
#points 

;AlternateGKs=1.2.3.4:1719:false:120:OpenH323GK 
#Default: N/A 
#We allow for existence of another gatekeeper to provide redundancy. This is 
implemented in a active-active 
#manner. Actually, you might get into a (valid !) situation where some endpoints are 
registered with the 
#first and some are registered with the second gatekeeper. You should even be able use 
the two gatekeepers 
#in a round_robin fashion for load-sharing. If you read on, "primary GK" refers to the 
gatekeeper you're 
#currently configuring and "alternate GK" means the other one. The primary GK includes 
a field in the RCF to 
#tell endpoints which alternate EP and gatekeeper identifier to use. But the alternate GK 
needs to know about #every registration with the primary GK or else it would reject calls. 
Therefore our gatekeeper can forward 
#every RRQ to an alternate EP address. 

#The AlternateGKs config option specifies the fields contained in the primary GK's RCF. 
The first and second 
#fields of this string define where (EP, port) to forward to. The third tells endpoints 
whether they need to 
#register with the alternate GK before placing calls. They usually don't because we 
forward their RRQs, so 
#they get registered with the alternate GK, too. The fourth field specified the priority for 
this GK. Lower 
#is better, usually the primary GK is considered to have priority 1. The last field specifies 
the alternate 
#gatekeepe#r's identifier. 

;SendTo=1.2.3.4:1719 
#Default: N/A 
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#Although this information is contained in AlternateGKs, you must still specify which 
address to forward RRQs #to. This might differ from AlternateGK's address, so it's a 
separate config option 
#(think of multihomed machines). 

;SkipForwards=l.2.3.4:5.6.7.8 
#Default: N/A 
#To avoid circular forwarding, you shouldn't forward RRQs you get from the other GK 
(this statement is true 
#for both, primary and alternate GK). Two mechanisms are used to identify whether a 
request should be 
#forwarded. The first one looks for a flag in RRQ. Since few endpoints implement this, 
we need a second, more 
#reliable way. Specify the other gatekeeper's IP in this list. 

StatusPort=7000 
#Default: 7000 
#Status port to monitor the gatekeeper. 

#Most users will never need to change any of the following values. They are mainly used 
for testing or 
#very sophisticated applications. 

UnicastRasPort=1719 
#Default: 1719 
#The RAS channel TSAP identifier for unicast. 

MulticastPort=1718 
#Default: 1718 
#The RAS channel TSAP identifier for multicast. 

;MulticastGroup=224.0.1.41 
#Defaulf. 224.0.1.41 
#The multicast group for the RAS channel. 

EndpointSignalPort= 1720 
#Default: 1720 
#Default port for call signalling channel of endpoints. 
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ListenQueueLength=1024 
#Default: 1024 
#Queue length for incoming TCP connection. 

SignalReadTimeout=1000 
#Default: 1000 
#Time in miliseconds for read timeout on status channel. 

StatusReadTimeout=3000 
#Default: 3000 

#Time in miliseconds for read timeout on call signalling channels (Q931). 

[RoutedMode] 

#Call signalling messages may be passwd in two ways. The first method is Direct 
Endpoint Call Signalling, 
#in which case the call signalling messages are passed directly between the endpoints. 
The second method is 
#Gatekeeper Routed Call Signalling. In this method, the call signalling messages are 
routed through the 
#gatekeeper between the endpoints. The choice of which methods is used is made by the 
gatekeeper. 
#When Gatekeeper Routed call signalling is used, the gatekeeper may choose whether to 
route the H.245 control #channel and logical channels. 

#Case I. 
#The gatekeeper doesn't route them. The H.245 control channel and logical channels are 
established directly 
#between the endpoints. 

#Case II. 
#The H.245 control channel is routed between the endpoints through the gatekeeper, 
while the logical channels #are established directly between the endpoints. 

#Case III. 
#The gatekeeper routes the H.245 control channel, as well as all logical channels, 
including RTP/RTCP for 
#audio and video, and T.120 channel for data. In this case, no traffic is passed directly 
between the 
#endpoints. This is usually called an H.323 Proxy, which can be regarded as an H.323-
H.323 gateway. 
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#This section defines the gatekeeper routed mode options (case I & II). The proxy feature 
is defined in the 
#next section. All settings in this section are affected by reloading. 

GKRouted=l 
#Default: 0 
#Whether to enable the gatekeeper routed mode. 

H245Routed=l 
#Default: 0 
#Whether to route the H.245 control channel. Only takes effect if GKRouted=l. 

CallSignalPort=1721 
#Default: 1721 
#The port of call signalling for the gatekeeper. The default port is 1721. We don't use the 
well-known 
#port 1720 so you can run an H.323 endpoint in the same machine of the gatekeeper. You 
may set it to 0 to let 
#the gatekeeper choose an arbitrary port. 

CallSignalHandlerNumber=2 
#Default: 1 
#The number of call signalling handler. You may increase this number in a heavy loaded 
gatekeeper. The number #can only be increased at runtime. If you have a SMP machine, 
you can set this number to your number of CPUs. 

AcceptNeighborsCalls=l 
#Default: 1 
#With this feature enabled, the call signalling thread will accept calls without a pre
existing CallRec found #in the CallTable, provided an endpoint corresponding to the 
destinationAddress in Setup can be found in 
#the RegistrationTable, and the calling party is its neighbors or parent GK. The 
gatekeeper will also use 
#it's own call signalling address in LCF in responding to an LRQ. That means, the call 
signalling will be 
#routed to GK2in GK-GK calls. As a result, the CDRs in GK2 can correctly show the 
connected time, instead of 
#'unconnected'. 
AcceptUnregisteredCalls=l 
#Default: 0 
#With this feature enabled, the gatekeeper will accept calls from any unregistered 
endpoint. However, 
#it raises security risks. Be careful to use it. 
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Remo veH245AddressOnTunneling=0 
#Default: 0 
#Some endpoints send h245Address in the UUIE of Q.931 even when h245Tunneling is 
set to TRUE. This may cause 
interoperability problems. If the option is TRUE, the gatekeeper will remove 
h245Address when h245Tunneling 
#flag is TRUE. This enforces the remote party to stay in tunnelling mod 

DropCallsByReleaseComplete=T 
#Default: 0 
#According to Recommendation H.323, the gatekeeper could tear down a call by sending 
RAS DisengageRequest 
#to endpoints. However, some bad endpoints just ignore this command. With this option 
turning on, the 
#gatekeeper will send Q.931 Release Complete instead of RAS DRQ to both endpoints to 
force them drop the 
#call. 

SendReleaseCompleteOnDRQ= 1 
#Default: 0 
#On hangup, the endpoint sends both Release Complete within H.225/Q.931 and DRQ 
within RAS. It may happen that#DRQ is processed first, causing the gatekeeper to close 
the call signalling channel, thus preventnig the 
#Release Complete from being forwarding to the other endpoint. Though the gatekeeper 
closes the TCP channel 
#to the destination, some endpoints (e.g. Cisco CallManager) don't drop the call even if 
the call signalling 
#channel is closed. This results in phones that keep ringing if the caller hangs up before 
the callee pickups.#Setting this parameter to 1 makes the gatekeeper always send Release 
Complete to both endpoints before 
#closing the call when it receives DRQ from one of the parties. 

S upportN ATedEndpoints= 1 

#Default: 0 
#Whether to allow an endpoint behind an NAT box register to the gatekeeper. If yes, the 
gatekeeper will 
t ranslate the EP address in Q.931 and H.245 channel into the EP of NAT box. However, 
you still have to 
#forward RTP/RTCP traffic to the endpoint behind the NAT box. 

#For example, for NAT box using Linux kernel 2.4.x, you may forward that by iptables 
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#$ iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -p udp -d $NATJP -j DNAT --to $EPIP 

;Q931 PortRange=20000-20999 
#Default: 0 (random) 
#Specify the range of port number for Q.931 signalling channels. 
#Note the range size may limit the number of concurrent calls. 

;H245PortRange=30000-30999 
#Default: 0 (random) 
#Specify the range of port number for H.245 control channels. Note the range size may 
limit the 
#number of concurrent calls. 

[Proxy] 
#The section defines the H.323 proxy features. It means the gatekeeper will route all the 
traffic between the #calling and called endpoints, so there is no traffic between the two 
endpoints directly. Thus it is very 
#useful if you have some endpoints using private IP behind an NAT box and some 
endpoints using public IP 
#outside the box. 

#The gatekeeper can do proxy for logical channels of RTP/RTCP (audio and video) and 
T.120 (data). 
#Logical channels opened by fast-connect procedures or H.245 tunnelling are also 
supported. 

#Note to make proxy work,the gatekeeper must have direct connection to both networks 
of the caller and callee. 

Enable=0 
#Default: 0 
#Whether to enable the proxy function. You have to enable gatekeeper routed mode first 
#(see the previous secti#on). You don't have to specify H.245 routed. It will 
automatically be used 
#if required. 

;InternalNetwork=l 0.0.1.0/24 
#Default: N/A 
#Define the networks behind the proxy. Multiple internal networks are allow. The proxy 
route channels 
#only of the communications between one endpoint in the internal network and one 
external. 
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#If you don't specify it, all calls will be proxied. 

#Format: 
#InternalNetwork=network address/netmask[,network address/netmask,...] 

#The netmask can be expressed in decimal dot notation or CIDR notation (prefix length), 
#as shown in the example. 

#Example: 
#IntemalNetwork=10.0.0.0/255.0.0.0,192.168.0.0/24 

#lnternalNetwork=10.0.1.0/255.255.255.0,127.0.0.0/8 

;T 120PortRange=40000-40999 
#Default: 0 (random) 
#Specify the range of port number for T.120 data channels. 
#Note the range size may limit the number of concurrent calls. 

;RTPPortRange=50000-5 9999 
#Default: 10000-59999 
#Specify the range of port number for RTP/RTCP channels. Note the range size may 
limit the number of 
Concurrent calls. 

[GkStatus::Auth] 
#Define a number of rules who is allowed to connect to the status port. 

rule=allow 
#Default: forbid 
#Possible values are 

#forbid - disallow any connection. 
#allow - allow any connection 
#explicit - reads the parameter ip=value where ip is the EP address of the peering client, 
value is 1,0 or 
#allow,forbid or yes.no. If ip is not listed the parameter default is used. 
#regex - the EP of the client is matched against the given regular expression. First the ip-
rules 

#(like explici t ) are tested. Only of no such parameter exists the regex is tried. 

#Example: 

#To allow client from 195.71.129.0/24 and 195.71.131.0/24: 

#regex=A 195V71 \.( 129| 131 )\. [0-9]+$ 

http://yes.no
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#default=allow 
#Default: forbid 
#Only used when rule=explicit. 

[RasSvr::GWPrefixes] 
#This section lists what E.164 numbers are routed to a specific gateway. 

#Format: 
#gw-alias=prefix[,prefix,...] 

#Note you have to specify the alias of the gateway. If a gateway registered with the alias, 
#all numbers beginning with the prefixes are routed to this gateway. 

#Example: 
#test-gw=02,03 
test=2,9 
pstngw=8,l 
sierra=688,6 

[RasSvr::RewriteE164] 

#This section defines the rewriting rules for dialedDigits (E.164 number). 

#Format: 
#[!]original-prefix=target-prefix[,target-prefix,...] 
#If the number is beginning with original-prefix, it is rewritten to target-prefix. Multi 
targets are possible#If the T flag precedes the original-prefix, the sense is inverted. 
#Example: 
#08=18888 

#If you dial 08345718, it is rewritten to 18888345718. 

#Option: 

#Fastmatch=08 
#Default: N/A 

#Only rewrite dialDigits beginning with the specified prefix. 

[RasSvr: :PermanentEndpoints] 

#In this section you can put endpoints that don't have RAS support or that you don't want 
to be expired. 
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#The records will always keep in registration table of the gatekeeper. However, You can 
still unregister 
#it via status port. 

#Format: 
#IP[:port]=alias[,alias,...;prefix,prefix,...] 

#Example: 
#For gateway, 

#10.0.1.5=Citron;009,008 
#For terminal, 
#10.0.1.10:1720=700 

[RasS vr: :Neighbors] 

#If the destination of an ARQ is unknown, the gatekeeper sends LRQs to its neighbors to 
ask if they have 
#the destination endpoint. A neighbor is selected if its prefix match the destination or it 
has 
#prefix "*". Currently only one prefix is supported. 

#Conversely, the gatekeeper only reply LRQs sent from neighbors defined in this section. 
#If you specify an emp#ty prefix, no LRQ will be sent to that neighbor, but the 
gatekeeper will 
#accept LRQs from it. 

#The password field is used to authenticate LRQs from that neighbor.See section 
[Gatekeeper: :Auth]for details. 
#Format: 
#GKID=ip[:port;prefix;password;dynamic] 

#Example: 
#GK1=192.168.0.5;* 
#GK2=10.0.1.1:1719;035;gk2 
#GK3=gk.citron.com.tw;;gk3;l 

[RasS vr: :LRQFeatures] 
#Defines some features of LRQ and LCF. 

#NeighborTimeout=l 
#Default: 2 
#Timeout value in seconds to wait responses from neighbors. If no response from all 
neighbors after 
#timeout, the gatekeeper will reply an ARJ to the endpoint sending the ARQ. 
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;ForwardHopCount=2 
#Default: N/A 
#If the gatekeeper receives an LRQ that the destination is either unknown, it may forward 
this message to its #neighbors. When the gatekeeper receives an LRQ and decides that 
the message should be forwarded on to another#gatekeeeper, it first decrements 
hopCount field of the LRQ. If hopCount has reached 0, the gatekeeper shall 
#not forward the message. This options defines the number of gatekeepers through which 
an LRQ may propagate. 
#Note it only affects the sender of LRQ, not the forwarder. 

;lncludeDestinationInfoInLCF=0 
#Default: 1 
#The gatekeeper replies LCFs containing destinationlnfo and destinationType fields, the 
aliases and terminal 
#type of the destination endpoint. The neighbor gatekeeper can then save the information 
to suppress 
#later LRQs.However, some vendors' gatekeepers misuse the information, thus result in 
interoperability 
#problems. Only turn off this option if you encounter problems upon communicating 
with a third-party 
#gatekeeper. 

;CiscoGKCompatible= 1 
#Default: 0 
#Include a NonStandardParameter in LRQs to compatible with Cisco gatekeepers. 

[RasSvr: :RRQFeatures] 

; AcceptGatewayPrefixes= 1 
#Default: 1 
#A gateway can register its prefixes with the gatekeeper by containing supportedPrefixes 
in the 
#terminalType field of RRQ. This option defines whether to accept the specified prefixes 
of a gateway. 

[RasSvr:: ARQFeatures] 

;ArjReasonRouteCallToSCN=0 
#Defaulf. 1 

#If yes, the gatekeeper rejects a call from a gateway to itself by reason routeCallToSCN. 

ArjReasonRouteCallToGatekeeper=l 
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#Default: 1 
#If yes, the gatekeeper rejects an answered ARQ without a pre-existing CallRec found in 
the CallTable by 
#reason routeCallToGatekeeper in routed mode. The endpoint shall release the call 
immediately and re-send 
#call Setup to the gatekeeper. 

CallUnregisteredEndpoints=l 
#Default: 1 
#With this option set on, the gatekeeper will accept an ARQ from a registered endpoint 
with 
#destCallSignalAddress, no matter the address is belongs to a registered endpoint or not. 
That means you can 
#explicitly specify the IP of endpoint (registered or not) you want to call. 

RemoveTrailingChar=# 
#Default: N/A 
#Specify the trailing character to be removed in destinationlnfo. For example, if your 
endpoint incorrectly 
#contains the termination character like in destinationlnfo, you may remove it by this 
option 

[CallTable] 

;GenerateNBCDR=0 
#Default: 1 
#Generate CDRs for calls from neighbor zones. The IP and endpoint ID of the calling 
party is printed as empty.#This is usually used for debug purpose. 

;GenerateUCCDR=0 
#Default: 0 
#Generate CDRs for calls that are unconnected. This is usually used for debug purpose. 
Note a call is 
Considered unconnected only if the gatekeeper uses routed mode and a Q.931 Connect 
message is not 
#received by the gatekeeper. In direct mode, a call is always considered connected. 

DefaultCallTimeout=3600 
#Default: 0 
#Default timeout value in seconds to tear down a call. Set it to 0 to disable this feature. 
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[Endpoint] 
#The gatekeeper can work as an endpoint by registering with another gatekeeper. With 
this feature, you can 
#easily build gatekeeper hierarchies. The section defines the endpoint features for the 
gatekeeper. 

;Gatekeeper= 10.0.1.1 
#Default: no 
#Define a parent gatekeeper for the endpoint(gatekeeper) to register with. Don't try to 
register with 
#yourself, unless you want to be confusing. To disable this feature, set the field to be no. 

;Type=Gateway 
#Default: Gateway 
#Define the terminal type for the endpoint. The valid values are Gateway or Terminal. 

;H323ID=CitronProxy 
#Default: OpenH323Gatekeeper 
#Specify the H.323 ED aliases for the endpoint. Multiple aliases can be separated by 
comma. 

;E164=18888600000,18888700000 
#Default: N/A 
#Define the E. 164 (dialedDigits) aliases for the endpoint. Multiple aliases can be 
separated by comma. 

;Password=l 23456 
#Default: N/A 
#Specify a password to be sent to the parent gatekeeper. All RAS requests will contain 
the password in the 
#cryptoTokens field. To send RAS requests without the cryptoTokens field, set the field 
to be empty. 

#Besides, the password is also used in LRQs sent to neighbor gatekeepers. 

;Prefix=l 88886,188887 
#Default: N/A 
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#Register the specified prefixes with the parent gatekeeper. Only takes effect when the 
Type is Gateway. 

;TimeToLive=900 
#Default: N/A 
#Suggest a time-to-live value in second for the registration. Note that the real time-to-live 
timer is 
#assigned by the parent gatekeeper in the RCF replied to the RRQ. 

;RRQRetry In te rva l 10 
#Default: 10 
#Define a retry interval in second for RRQs if no response received from the parent 
gatekeeper. 

;ARQTimeout=2 
#Default: 2 
#Define the timeout value in second for ARQs. 

[Endpoint: .RewriteEl 64] 
#Once you specify prefix(es) for your gatekeeper endpoint, the parent gatekeeper will 
route calls with 
#dialedDigits beginning with that prefixes. The child gatekeeper can rewrite the 
destination according 
#to the rules specified in this section. By contrast, when an internal endpoint calls an 
endpoint registered 

#to the parent gatekeeper, the source will be rewritten reversely. 

#Format: 

#external prefix=internal prefix 
#For example, if you have the following configuration, 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 

[Child GK] 
ED=ProxyGK 

/ \ 
/ \ 
/ \ 

/ \ 

[Parent GK] 
ED=CitronGK 

[EP3] 
E164=l8888200 
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# 
# 
# 
# 

Prefix=l 88886 

/ 
/ 
/ \ 
' \ 

\ 
# [EP1] [EP2] 

# El64=601 El64=602 

#With this rule: 

#188886=6 
#When EP1 calls EP3 by 18888200, the CallingPartyNumber in the Q.931 Setup will be 
rewritten to 18888601. Conv#ersely, EP3 can reach EP1 and EP2 by calling 18888601 
and 18888602, respectively. In consequence, an endpoint# registered to the child GK 
with prefix '6' will appear as an endpoint with prefix T88886', for endpoints re#gistered 
to the parent gatekeeper. 

#The section does not relate to the section RasSvr: :RewriteE 164, though the later will 
take effect first. 

[Gatekeeper:: Auth] 

#The section defines the authentication mechanism for the gatekeeper. 

#Syntax: 

#authrule=actions 

#<authrule> := SimplePasswordAuth | AliasAuth | Prefix Auth |... 
#<actions> := <control>[;<ras>,<ras>,...] 
#<control> := optional | required | sufficient 
#<ras> := GRQ | RRQ | URQ | ARQ | BRQ | DRQ | LRQ | IRQ 
#A rule may results in one of the three codes: ok, fail, pass. 
#ok - The request is authenticated by this module. 
#fail - The authentication fails and should be rejected. 
#next - The rule cannot determine the request. 
#There are also three ways to control a rule: 
#optional - If the rule cannot determine the request, it is passed to next rule. 
#required - The requests should be authenticated by this module, or it would be rejected. 
The authenticated 
#request would then be passwd to next rule. 
#sufficient - If the request is authenticated, it is accepted, or it would be rejected. That is, 
the rule 
#determines the fate of the request.No rule should be put after a sufficient rule, since it 
won't take effect. 
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#NeighborPasswordAuth 
#The module is used only to authenticate LRQs from neighbors defined in section 
[RasSvr::Neighbors]. 

#AliasAuth/MySQLAliasAuth/LDAPAliasAuth 
#The module can only be used to authenticate RegistrationRequest (RRQ). The EP of an 
endpoint with a given 
#alias should match a specified pattern. For AliasAuth the pattern is defined in 
[RasSrv::RRQAuth] section. 
#For MySQLAliasAuth, the pattern is retrieved from MySQL database, defined in 
[MySQLAliasAuth] section. 
#For LDAP AliasAuth the alias (default: mail attribute) and EP (default: voIPIpAddress 
attribute) must be 
#found in one LDAP entry. 

#PrefixAuth 
#Originally known as GkAuthorize. The EP or aliases of a request with a given prefix 
must match a specified 
#pattern. See section [PrefixAuth] for details. Currently the module can only authorize 
AdmissionRequest 
#(ARQ) and LocationRequest (LRQ). 

#You can also configure a rule to check only for some particular RAS messages. The 
following example 
reconfigures SimplePasswordAuth as an optional rule to check RRQ and ARQ. If an RRQ 
is not checked 
#(not contains tokens or cryptoTokens fields), it is checked by AliasAuth. The default is 
to accept all 

XEX 

#Currently supported modules: 

#SimplePasswordAuth/MySQLPasswordAuM 
th 
#These modules check the tokens or cryptoTokens fields of RAS message. The tokens 
should contain at least 
#generalU) and password. For cryptoTokens, cryptoEPPwdHash tokens hashed by simple 
MD5 and nestedcryptoToken 
#tokens hashed by HMAC-SHA1-96 (libssl must be installed!) are supported now. The 
ED and password are read 
#from [Password] section, MySQL database, LDAP or an external program for 
SimplePasswordAuth, 
#MySQLPasswordAuth, LDAPPasswordAuth and ExternalPasswordAuth modules, 
respectively. Support for other backend#databases is easily to add. 
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;CkeckID=l 
#Default: 0 
#Check if the aliases match the ID in the tokens. 

;PasswordTimeout=120 
#Default: -1 
#The module SimplePasswordAuth and all its descendants will cache an authenticated 
password. 
#This field define the cache timeout value in second. 0 means never cache the password, 
while a negative 
#value means the cache never expires. 

[MySQLAuth] 
#Define the MySQL database, table and fileds to retrieve the userid and password. 

;Host=localhost 
;Default: localhost 
;Host name or EP of the MySQL server. 

XX 

#requests. 

#Example: 
#SimplePasswordAuth=optional;RRQ,ARQ 
AliasAuth=sufficient;RRQ 
default=allow 

[Password] 
#The section defines the userid and password pairs used by SimplePasswordAuth 
module. Use 'make addpasswd' 
#to generate the utility addpasswd. 

#Usage: 

#addpasswd config userid password 

#Options: 

;KeyFilled=123 
#Default: 0 
#Default value to initialize the encryption key. 
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;Database=billing 
;Default: billing 
;The database to connect. 

;User=userl23 

;Password= 123456 

#The user name and password used to connect to the database. 

;Table=customer 

#The table in the database to query. 

;IDField=IPN 

#The field name of user id. 

;PasswordField=Password 

#The field name of password. 

;ExtraCriterion=Kind > 0 
#Default: N/A 
#Specify extra criterion. 

#The SQL command will be issused: 

;SELECT $PasswordField FROM STable WHERE SIDField = %id [AND 
SExtraCriterion] 

[ExternalPasswordAuth] 
#Specify an external program to retrieve the password. The program should accept ED 
from stdin and print the 
#password to stdout. 

;PasswordProgram=/usr/local/bin/getpasswd 
#Default: N/A 
#The executable of the external program. 

[RasSrv: :RRQAuth] 
#Specify the action on RRQ reception (confirm or deny) for AliasAuth module. 
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#The first alias (this will mostly be an H323ID) of the endpoint to register is looked up in 
this section. 
#If a parameter is found the value will apply as a rule. A rule consists of conditions 
separated by "&". 

#A registration is accepted when all conditions apply. 

#Syntax: 

#<authrules> := empty | <authrule> "&" <authrules> 
#<authrule> := <authtype> ":" <authparams> 
#<authtype> := "sigaddr" | "sigip" 
#<autparams> :=[!&]* 

#The notation and meaning of <authparams> depends on <authtype>: 

#sigaddr - extended regular expression that has to match agains the "PrintOn(ostream)" 
Representation of the signal address of the request. 

#Example: 

#sigaddr:.*ipAddress .* ip = .* cO a8 e2 a5 .*port = 1720.* 

#sigip - specialized form of'sigaddr'. Write the signalling ip adresse using (commonly 
used) decimal 

#notation: "byteA.byteB.byteC.byteDiport". 

#Example: 

#sigip: 192.168.242.165:1720 

#This parameters should consider a HUP signal. 
#Examples 
#rossi-gt2=sigaddr:.*ipAddress .* ip = .* c3 47 e2 a2 .*port = 1720.* 
#rossi-gt2=sigip: 195.71.226.162:1720 

#default=confirm 
default=reject 
11l=confirm 
222=confirm 
777=confirm 
test=confirm 
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jaq=confirm 
pstngw=confirm 
netmeeting=confirrn 
vishaka=confirm 
sierra=confirm 
testl23=confirm 
openarn=confirrn 
555=allow 

[MySQLAliasAuth] 
#Define the MySQL database, table and fileds to retrieve a pattern for an alias. 

;Host=localhost 
#Default: localhost 
#Host name or IP of the MySQL server. 

;Database=billing 
;Default: billing 
#The database to connect. 

;User=userl23 

;Password=123456 

#The user name and password used to connect to the database. 

;Table=customer 

#The table in the database to query. 

;EDField=IPN 

;The field name of user id. 

* ;IPField=Address 

#The field name of IP address. 

;ExtraCriterion=Kind > 0 
#Default: N/A 
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#Specify extra criterion. 

#The SQL command will be issused: 

.SELECT SJPField FROM STable WHERE SIDField = %alias [AND SExtraCriterion] 

[PrefixAuth] 

#The section defines the authentication rule for PrefixAuth module. 
#Currently, only ARQs and LRQs can be authorized by this module. 
#First, a most specific prefix is selected according to the destinationlnfo field of the 
received request. 
#Then the request is accepted or rejected according to the matched rules with most 
specific netmask. 
#If no matched prefix is found, and the default option is specified, the request is accepted 
or rejected 
#according to that. Otherwise it is rejected or passed to next authentication module 
according to the 
#module requirement. 

#Format: 

#prefix=authrule[|authrule|...] 

#Syntax: 

#<authrule> := <result> <authrule> 

#<result> := deny | allow 
#<authrule> := [!]ipv4:<iprule> | [!]alias:<aliasrule> 
#Where <iprule> can be specified in decimal dot notation or CJDR notation, <aliasrule> 
is expressed in regular#expression. If the T flag precedes the rule, the sense is inverted. 

#Example: 

#555=deny ipv4:10.0.0.0/27|allow ipv4:0/0 
#5555=allow ipv4:192.168.1.1 |deny ipv4:192.168.1.0/255.255.255.0 
#86=deny !ipv4:172.16.0.0/24 
#09=deny alias:Al88884.* 
ALL=allow ipv4:ALL 
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#In this configuration, all endpoints except from network 10.0.0.0/27 are allow to call 
prefix 555 
#(except 5555). Endpoints from 192.168.1.0/24 are not allowed to call prefix 5555, 
except 192.168.1.1. 
#Endpoints not from 172.16.0.0/24 are denied to call prefix 86. 
#Endpoints having an alias beginning with 188884 are not allowed to call prefix 09. 
#A11 other situations are allowed. 

[GkLDAP: :LDAPAttributeNames] 
#This section defines which LDAP attribute names to use. 

;H323ED 

#The endpoint's H.323 alias. Needs to be unique within the used LDAP tree 
#(this i why we use the mail address by default). 

;TelephonNo 

#The endpoint's E.164 alias. 

;voEPIpAddress 

#The EP address to be compared against when using LDAP AliasAuth For now, only a 
single value is allowed here. 

;H235PassWord 

#The plain text password to be compared against when using H.235 
#(LDAPPasswordAuth in Gatekeeper: Auth). For now, only a single value is allowed 
here. 

[GkLDAP: Settings] 
#This section defines the LDAP server and standard LDAP client operating parameters to 
be used. 

;ServerName 
#Default: ldap 
#The LDAP server's DNS name. 
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;ServerPort 
#Default: 389 
#The LDAP server's TCP port (usually 389). 

#SearchBaseDN 
#Default: o=University of Michigan, c=US 
#Entry point into the server's LDAP tree structure. Searches are only made below this 
root node. 

#BindUserDN 
#Default: cn=Babs Jensen,o=University of Michigan, c=US 
#The distinguished name the gatekeeper uses to bind to the LDAP server. 
#Leave empty if you want to access the LDAP server anonymously. 

#BindUserPW 
#Default: ReallySecretPassword 
#If you specified BindUserDN, then specify the corresponding password to be used for 
binding here. 

#sizelimit 
#Default: 0 
#Maximum number of results the server may return in response to a single search query. 
#The gatekeeper expects each LDAP to only yields one or zero results anyway, so 
#this parameter is rather useless. 

#timelimit 
#Default: 0 

#Maximum number of seconds a query may take until it's considered as "failed". 

##end 

2 Gatekeeper command reference 

The commands can be used once we connect to the gatekeeper status port 

• Reload -Reload the configuration. 
• Version, v -Show the version and OS information of 

the gatekeeper. 
• Statistics, s -Show the statistics information of the gatekeeper. 
• PrintAllRegistrations, r,/rv -Show all registered endpoints. 
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PrintCurrentCalls, c, 
PrintCurrentCallsVerbose, cv, 
Find, f 
prefix. 
FindVerbose, fv 
alias or a prefix. 
UnregisterEP 
call signalling port. 
UnregisterAlias 
its aliases. 
UnregisterAUEndpoints 
DisconnectCall 
DisconnectAlias 
of its aliases. 
ClearCalls 
Debug 

Show all current calls. 
-Show details of all current calls. 
-Find a registered endpoint by an alias or a 

-Find details of a registered endpoint by an 

-Forcedly unregister an endpoint by EP and 

-Forcedly unregister an endpoint by one of 

-Forcedly unregister all registered endpoints. 
-Disconnect a call with given number. 
-Disconnect all calls of an endpoint by one 

-Disconnect all calls on the gatekeeper. 
-Only used for debug purpose. 

3 Gateway parameters and configuration file 

3.1 Parameters and their functions 

Options: 
-a -auto-answer 
-d —autodial host 
-h —help 
-1 -listen 
-v —verbose n 
—disable-menu 
—ringfile filename 
—ringdelay seconds 
—save 

Gatekeeper options: 
-g —gatekeeper host 
-G —gatekeeper-id name 
-n —no-gatekeeper 
-r —require-gatekeeper 

—password pwd 
-p —proxy host 

: Automatically answer incoming calls 
: Autodial host if phone off hook 
: Display this help message. 
: Only listen for incoming calls 
: Set amount of information displayed (0=none) 
: Disable internal menu 
: Set sound file for "ring" annunciation 
: Set delay between playing above file 
: Save parameters in configuration file. 

: Specify gatekeeper host. 
: Specify gatekeeper by ID. 
: Disable gatekeeper discovery. 
: Exit if gatekeeper discovery fails. 
: Password for gatekeeper H.235 authentication. 
: Proxy/Gateway hostname/ip address 

Divert options: 
-F —forward-always party 
-B —forward-busy party 
-N —forward-no-answer party 

—answer-timeout time 

: Forward to remote party. 
: Forward to remote party if busy. 
: Forward to remote party if no answer. 
: Time in seconds till forward on no answer. 
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Protocol options: 
-i -interface ipaddr 

(default is all interfaces) 
-listenport 
-connectport port 
—connectring num 

7 
-b —bandwidth n 
-f —fast-disable 
-T -h245tunneldisable 
-u —user name 
-S —disable-h245-in-setup 
~tos n 
—setup-param string 
—portbase port 
—portmax port 

Audio options: 
-e -silence 
-j -jitter delay 
—recvoln 
—playvoln 

Sound card options: 
-s —sound device 
—sound-in device 
—sound-out device 
—sound-buffers n 
—sound-mixer device 
—sound-recchan device 
-sound-recvol n 
—sound-playvol n 

Quicknet card options: 
-q -quicknet dev 
-C —country name 
- aec n 
—autohook 
-c —callerid 
—calleridcw 
—dial-after-hangup 
—quicknet-recvol n 

recvol) 
—quicknet-playvol n 

playvol) 

: Select interface to bind to for incoming connections 

: Port to listen on for incoming connections (default 1720) 
: Port to connect to for outgoing connections (default 1720) 
: Distinctive ring number to send to remote - 0 (default) to 

: Limit bandwidth usage to (n * 100) bits/second 
: Disable fast start 
: Disable H245 tunnelling. 
: Set local alias name(s) (defaults to login name) 
: Dable H245 in setup 
: Set TP Type of Service byte to n 
: Arbitrary data to be put into H.225 Setup PDU 
: Base port for H.245 and RTP data 
: Maximum port for H.245 and RTP data 

: Disable silence detection for GSM and software G.711 
: Set jitter buffer to delay milliseconds 
: Set record volume 
: Set play volume 

: Select sound card input/output device 
: Select sound card input device (overrides —sound) 
: Select sound card output device (overrides —sound) 
: Set sound buffer depth (default=2) 
: Select sound mixer device (default is /dev/mixer) 
: Select sound mixer channel (default is mic) 
: Set record volume for sound card only (overrides —recvol) 
: Set play volume for sound card only (overrides —playvol) 

: Use device (number or full device name) 
: Set the country code for Quicknet device 
: Set Audio Echo Cancellation level (0..3) 
: Don't use hook switch (for PhoneCard) 
: Enable caller id display 
: Enable caller id on call waiting display 
: Present dial tone after remote hang up 
: Set record volume for Quicknet card only (overrides 

: Set play volume for Quicknet card only (overrides 
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Audio Codec options: 
-D -disable codec 
-P —prefer codec 
~g711 frames count 
—gsmframes count 
-g7231 
-g sm 
~g711-ulaw 
-g711-alaw 
-g728 
-g7231 

-I -input-mode mode 

-U —user-input-cap mode 

Disable the specified codec (may be used multiple times) 
Prefer the specified codec (may be used multiple times) 
Set the number G.711 frames in capabilities (default 30) 
Set the number GSM frames in capabilities (default 4) 
Set G.723.1 as preferred codec 
Set GSM 06.10 as preferred codec (default) 
Set G.711 uLaw as preferred codec 
Set G.711 ALaw as preferred codec 

Set G.728 as preferred codec 
Set G.723.1 as preferred codec 
Set the mode for sending User Input Indications (DTMF) 

can be string, signal, q931 or rfc2833 (default is string) 
Set the mode for User Input Capabilities 

can be string, signal, rfc2833 or none (default is all) 

Debug options: 
-t —trace 

-o -output 
—setallocationbreakpoint n 

Enable trace, use multiple times for more detail 
File for trace output, default is stderr 
Enable breakpoint on memory allocation n 

3.2 A sample configuration files for ohphone with some common parameters 
[Options] 
listen=True 
quicknet-recvol=95 
quicknet-plavol=80 
disable-menu=True 
prefer=GSM 

4 Sample configuration file for Terminal (openam) 

[Options] 
gatekeeper= 192.248.8.213 
g723 lmessage=/root/openam/sample_message_g7231 .wav 
listenport=1600 
username=openam 
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XXX 

1 Gateway card driver 

File location:/etc/init.d/ixj 

!/bin/sh 
# 
# IXJ This shell script takes care of starting and stopping \ 
# IXJ driver 
# 
# chkconfig: 345 60 60 
# description: IXJ driver for Quicknet Phone-jack and Line-jack cards 
# processname: /sbin/modprobe 
# processname: /sbin/rmprobe 
# 
# 

# Source function library. 
. /etc/rc.d/init.d/functions 

# Source networking configuration and check that networking is up. 
if [ -f /etc/sysconfig/network ] ; then 

. /etc/sysconfig/network 
[ $ {NETWORKING} = "no" ] && exit 0 

fi 

KERNEL_VER= uname -r' 

MODULE_DrR=/lib/modules/$KEI^NEL_DlT</kernel/drivers/telephony 

start() { 
echo -n "Starting IXJ services:" 
modprobe ixj 
if [ -e /proc/ixj ] ; then 

RETVAL=0 
else 

RETVAL=1 
fi 
echo 
return SRETVAL 

} 

stop() { 
echo -n "Shutting down IXJ services: " 
rmmod ixj 
rmmod phonedev 
RETVAL=0 
echo 
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2 Gatekeeper 

#!/bin/sh 
# 
# gnugk This shell script takes care of starting and stopping \ 
# gnugk (Openh323 Gatekeeper - GNU Gatekeeper daemon) 
# 
# chkconfig: 345 60 60 
# description: The GNU Gatekeeper, a full featured H.323 gatekeeper 
# processname: /usr/sbin/gnugk 
# config: /etc/gnugk.ini 
# 

XXXI 

return SRETVAL 
} 
restart() { 

stop 
start 

} 
mdkstatus() { 

echo 
} 

case " $ P in 
start) 

start 

stop) 
stop 

restart) 
restart 

reload) 
restart 
> > 

status) 
mdkstatus 

*) 
echo "Usage: $0 {start|stop|restart|status|condrestart}" 
exit 1 

esac 

exit $? 
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# Source function library. 
. /etc/rc.d/init.d/functions 

GKEXE=/usr/sbin/gnugk 
GKPID=/var/run/gnugk.pid 
GKCONFIG=/etc/gnugk.ini 
LOGFILE=/var/log/gk/gk.log 
LOCKFILE=/var/lock/subsys/gnugk 

# Source networking configuration and check that networking is up. 
if [ -f /etc/sysconfig/network ] ; then 

. /etc/sysconfig/network 
[ $ {NETWORKING} = "no" ] && exit 0 

fi 

[ -x SGKEXE ] || exit 0 

[ -f SGKCONF1G ] || exit 0 

prog=gnugk 

RETVAL=0 

start () { 
[ -f SLOGFILE ] && mv -f SLOGFILE $LOGFILE.bak 
echo -n $"Starting Sprog:" 
# Initializing the necessary envirement varibles to access class libraries. 
PATH=/bin:/sbin:/usr/bin:/usr/sbin:/root/openh323gk/obj_linux_x86_r; export PATH 
PWLIBDIR=/root/pwlib; export PWLIBDIR 
OPENH323DER=/root/openh323; export OPENH323DIR 
JJ5_LIBRARY_PATH=$PWLEBDIR/lib:$OPENH323DIR/lib;export 

LD_LIBRARY_PATH 

#Start the daemaon 
SGKEXE -c SGKCONFIG -o SLOGFILE > /dev/null 2>&1 & 
RETVAL=$? 
[ SRETVAL = 0 ] && touch SLOCKFILE && success 
echo 
return SRETVAL 

} 

stop () { 

XXXII 
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XXXIII 

fi- Stop the daemon 
echo -n $"Stopping $prog: " 
killproc SGKEXE 
RETVAL=$? 
echo 
rm -f SLOCKFILE SGKCONFIG-* # delete it anyway 
return SRETVAL 

} 
#Restart the daemon 
restart () { 

stop 
start 
RETVAL=$? 
return SRETVAL 

} 

# See how we were called, 
case "$1" in 

start) 
[ -fSLOCKFILE] || start 

stop) 
stop 
15 

status) 
status SGKEXE 
RETVAL=$? 

restart) 
restart 

reload) 
kill -HUP "cat SGKPUr 
RETVAL=$? 

condrestart) 
# only restart if it is already running 
[ -f SLOCKFILE ] && restart | | : 

*) 
echo $"Usage: $0 {start|stop|restart|reload|condrestart|status}" 
RETVAL=1 

esac 

exit SRETVAL 
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1 Call usage details and status recording 

1.1 Perl script for status record 

#!/usr/bin/perl 
# sample program that demonstrates how one could attach get all the 
# status loged into a file for later references 
# Informations are recorded via via via the status port 

use IO::Socket; 
#Sample code if one could give gatekeeper address in command line 
#if (@ARGV != 1) { 
# print "usage: test.pl <gatekeeper_host>\n"; 
# exit(l); 
#} 
#Gatekeeper address is hard coded 
$gk_host ="192.248.8.213"; 
$gk_port = 7000; 
%calls, 
%caller; 

$sock = IO::Socket::INET->new( PeerAddr =>Sgkhos t , 
PeerPort => $gk_port, 
Proto => 'tcp'); 

if (Idefined Ssock) { 
die "Can't connect to gatekeeper at $gk_host:$gk_port"; 

} 
while (!$sock->eof()) { 

my $msg = $sock->getline(); 
open(TMP,">test") || die ("can not open test\n"); 
print TMP ("$msg"); 
print $msg; 

close TMP; 
system("cat test »gkstatus.log"); 

} 

This basic code was extended for recording logs in to a SQL database. 

1.2 Perl script for usage log record 

#!/usr/bin/perl 
# sample program that demonstrates how to use CDR contents for usage records, 
use strict; 
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use IO::Socket; 
use IO::Handle; 

my Slogfile = "/home/prasanna/cdr.log"; 
my $gk_host = "192.248.8.213"; 
my SgkjDort = 7000; 
my $gk_pid; 
#my %calls, 
my Scalier; 
my Sstarttime; 
my Scalltime; 
my Scalee; 
my Sstoptime; 
my Scalluser; 
my Scalleduser; 
my Scallstarttime; 
my Ssock = IO::Socket::INET->new(PeerAddr => Sgkhost , PeerPort => $gk_port, 

Proto => 'tcp'); 
if (Idefined Ssock) { 

die "Can't connect to gatekeeper at $gk_host:$gk_port"; 
} 

open (CDRPILE, "»$logfile"); 
CDRFILE->autoflush(l); # don't buffer output 

while (!$sock->eof()) { 
my $msg = Ssock->getline(); 
$msg = (split(/;/, $msg))[0]; # remove junk at end of line 
my Smsgtype = (split(A|/, $msg))[0]; # what message type is it ? 

# If one would like to work with ACF/DCF contents use codes something like 
following 

# if (Smsgtype eq "ACF") { 
# my (Scalling, Scallref, Scalled) = (split(A|/, $msg))[2,3,4]; 
# $caller{$callref} = Scalling; 
#$calls{$callref} = time(); 
# print "User Scalling started call Scallref with $called\n"; 

#} 

# Loop for usage log reporting using CDR contents 
if (Smsgtype eq "CDR") { 

my (Scalltime, Sstarttime, $caller,$calee) = (split(A|/, $msg))[3,4,l 1,10]; 
my($calluser)=(split(A:/, $caller))[0]; 
my($calleduser)=(split(A:/, $calee))[0]; 
my($callstarttime)=(split(A+/,$starttime))[0]; 

print CDRPILE "Scalluser Scalleduser Scallstarttime Scalltime \n "; 
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} 

} 
close (CDRFILE); 

2 Web base monitoring and management interfaces 

2.1 Main Java code for GUI 

r 
import java. awt.*; 
import java.awt.event.*; 
import java.applet.Applet; 
import java.util. Vector; 

public class GkGUI extends Applet implements ActionListener { 
// ActionCommands sent by buttons and menu items 
private static final String CONNECT = "connect"; 
private static final String DISCONNECT = "disconnect"; 
private static final String REFRESH = "refresh"; 
private static final String UNREG_EP = "unreg_ep"; 
private static final String DISC_EP = "disc_ep"; 
private static final String CALL_EP = "cal lep"; 

„ // GUI components 
private TextArea txt; 
private Panel endpointPanel; 
private GkClient gk; 
private Vector epList; 
private PopupMenu popup; 
private static Frame main Window; // only used for standalone application 

// helpers for popup menu 
private MouseListener popup Listener; 
private String selectedAlias; 

private static boolean isApplet = true; 
4 private static String gkHost; 

private static int gkPort = 7000; // default port 

public GkGUIO { 
gk = new GkClient(); 

} 
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II only used when run as standalone application 
public static void main(String[] args) { 

mainWindow = new Frame("OpenH323 Gatekeeper GUI 
Application"); 

mainWindow.addWindowListener(new WindowAdapter() { 
public void windowClosing(WindowEvent e) { 

System.exit(O); 
} 

}); 

if (args.length != 2) { 
System.out.println("usage: Java GkGUI \n"); 
System.exit(l); 

} 
gkHost = args[0]; 
gkPort = Integer.parselnt(args[l]); 

GkGUI gkgui = new GkGUI(); 

isApplet = false; 
gkgui.init(); 
mainWindow.add("Center", gkgui); 
mainWindow.packQ; 
main Window.setVisible(true); 

} 

public String getAppletInfo() { 
return "GUI for OpenH323 Gatekeeper"; 

} 

public void init() { 
epList = new Vector(); 
Panel buttonPanel; 
Button connect; 
Button disconnect; 
Button refresh; 
GridBagLayout layout = new GridBagLayout(); 
GridBagConstraints constraints = new GridBagConstraints(); 
setBackground(Color. white); 
setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.PLAIN, 12)); 
setLayout(layout); 

constraints.gridwidth = GridBagConstraints.REMAINDER; 

Label titleText = new Label("OpenH323 Gatekeeper GUI"); 
titleText.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 16)); 
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layout.setConstraints(titleText, constraints); 
add(titleText); 

Label copyText = new Label("(c) University of Moratuwa, 2002"); 
copyText.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.PLAIN, 12)); 
layout.setConstraints(copyText, constraints); 
add(copyText); 

constraints.insets = new Insets(5,5,5,5); 
buttonPanel = new Panel(); 
layout.setConstraints(buttoru°anel, constraints); 
add(buttonPanel); 

constraints.fill = GridBagConstraints.HORIZONTAL; 
txt = new TextArea("", 10, 80, 

TextArea.SCROLLBARS_VERTlCAL_ONLY); // 4 rows, 80 columns 
txt.setEditable(false); 
txt.setFont(new Font("Monospaced", Font.PLAIN, 12)); 
layout.setConstraints(txt, constraints); 
add(txt); // add text area to applet display 

connect = new Button("Connect to GK"); 
buttonPanel. add(connect); 
connect.setActionCommand(CONNECT); 
connect.addActionListener(this); 

refresh = new Button("Refresh status"); 
buttonPanel. add(re fresh); 
refresh. setActionCommand(REFRESH); 
refresh. addActionListener(thi s); 

disconnect = new Button("Disconnect from GK"); 
buttonP anel. add(di sconnect); 
disconnect.setActionCommand(DISCONNECT); 
disconnect.addActionListener(this); 

endpointPanel = new Panel(); 
endpointPanel.setBackground(Color.gray); 
endpointPanel.setLayout(new GridLayout(0,4)); 
constraints.weightx = 1.0; 
constraints.weighty = 1.0; 
constraints.anchor = GridBagConstraints.NORTH; 
layout.setConstraints(endpointPanel, constraints); 
add(endpointPanel); 

popup = new PopupMenu("Commands"); 
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add(popup); 
Menultem pmil = new MenuItem("Disconnect"); 
pmi 1 .setActionCommand(DISC_EP); 
popup.add(pmil); 
Menultem pmi2 = new MenuItem("Unregister"); 
pmi2.setActionCommand(UNREG_EP); 
popup.add(pmi2); 
if (lisApplet) { 

// applet can't get its parent window for dialog 
Menultem pmi3 = new MenuItem("Call"); 
pmi3.setActionCommand(CALL_EP); 

y popup. add(pmi3); 
} 
popupListener = new PopupListener(); 
popup.addActionListener( this); 

if (isApplet) { 
gkHost = getCodeBase().getHost(); // doesn't work with IE 

?? 
try { 

gkPort = Integer.parseInt(getParameter("port")); 
} finally { gkPort = 7000; };// default port 

} 
gk.init(this, gkHost, gkPort); 

} 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 
String command = e.getActionCommand(); 
// react to buttons 
if (command = CONNECT) { 

new Thread(gk).start(); 
} else if (command = DISCONNECT) { 

epList.removeAHElements(); 
endpointPanel.removeAll(); 
relayout(); // force relayout 
gk.stop(); 

} else if (command = REFRESH) { 
epList.removeAllElements(); 
endpointPanel.removeAll(); 

^ relayout(); // force relayout 
gk.refresh(); 

} else if (command = DISC_EP) { 
gk.disconnectAlias(selectedAlias); 

} else if (command = U N R E G E P ) { 
Endpoint ep = endpointByAlias(selectedAlias); 
if (ep != null) 
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removeEndpoint(ep.epid); // since we send the 
UCF ourself, we won't see an event 

gk.unregisterAlias(selectedAlias); 
} else if (command = C A L L E P ) { 

Endpoint ep = endpointByAlias(selectedAlias); 
if ((ep != null) && lisApplet) { 

// applet can't get its parent window 
Dialog d = new CallDialog(mainWindow, gk, ep); 
d.setVisible(true); 

} 
} else { 

// if it wasn't a command button 
// it's probably a click on an endpoint button 
// too dangerous: gk.disconnectEndpoint(command); 

} 

public void destroyO { 
gk.stop(); 

\ 

public void stop() { 
gk.stop(); 

} 

public void start() { 
} 

private void relayout() { 
validate(); // force relayout (not only of 

endpointPanel) 
if (lisApplet) 

mainWindow.pack(); 
} 

public synchronized void appendLog(String str) { 
if (txt !=null) { 

txt.append(_str); 
}; 

} 

public void addEndpoint(String _epid, String _alias) { 
if (endpointById(_epid) = null) { 

Button ep = new Button(_alias); 
// ep.setActionCommand(_epid); // only needed for 

direct click command 
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direct click command 

menu 

endpointPanel) 

} 

// ep.addActionListener(this); // only needed for 

ep.addMouseListener(popupListener); // add popup 

epList.addElement(new Endpoint(_epid, _alias, ep)); 
setEndpointState(_epid, Endpoint.AVAILABLE); 
endpointPanel .add(ep); 
relayout(); // force relayout (not only of 

public void removeEndpoint(String _epid) { 
for(int i = 0; i < epList.size(); i++ ) { 

Endpoint ep = (Endpoint) epList.elementAt(i); 
if (_epid.equals(ep.epid)) { 

endpointPanel.remove(ep.button); 
relayoutQ; // force relayout (not 

only of endpointPanel) 
epList.removeElementAt(i); 
return; 

} 

public void setEndpointState(String _epid, int _state) { 
Endpoint ep = endpointById(_epid); 
if(ep !=null) { 

if (_state = Endpoint. AVAILABLE) 
ep.button.setBackground(Color.green); 

else if (_state = Endpoint.TALKING) 
ep.button.setBackground(Color.red); 

else 
ep.button.setBackground(Color.white); 

} 
} 

private Endpoint endpointById(String _epid) { 
for(int i = 0; i < epList.size(); i++ ) { 

Endpoint ep = (Endpoint) epList.elementAt(i); 
if (_epid.equals(ep.epid)) { 

return ep; 
} 

} 
return null; 
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private Endpoint endpointByAlias(String alias) { 
for(int i = 0; i < epList.size(); i++) { 

Endpoint ep = (Endpoint) epList.elementAt(i); 
if (_alias.equals(ep.alias)) { 

return ep; 
} 

} 
return null; 

} 

private class PopupListener extends MouseAdapter { 
public void mousePressed(MouseEvent e) { 

maybeShowPopup(e); 
} 
public void mouseReleased(MouseEvent e) { 

maybeShowPopup(e); 
} 
private void maybeShowPopup(MouseEvent e) { 

if (e.isPopupTrigger()) { 
// the label of the button is the endpoint alias 
// remember it, so we know for what endpoint an 

action was requested 
selectedAlias = 

((Button)e.getComponent()).getLabel(); 
popup.show(e.getComponent(), e.getXQ, e.getY()); 

} 
} 

2.2 Html code to access the applet via a web browser 

<HTML> 

<HEAD> 

<TlTLE>OpenH323 Gatekeeper Java GUK/TITLE> 

</HEAD> 

<BODY BGCOLOR="#ffffff'> 

<applet code="GkGUI.class" archive="gkgui.jar" width="600" height="400"> 

<param name="port" value="7000"> 
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Turn on Java to see the applet! 

</applet> 

<p> 

Send comments to <a href="mailto: ">Prasanna@cse.mrt.ac.lk"</a> 

</BODY> 

</HTML> 

3. Accounting - database access and web-database integration 

The following code describes a code which contact database to filter recodes and using 
front end Html codes the results were displayed on web browsers. 

#!/usr/bin/perl 

require("cgilib.pl"); 
require("usage-config.pl"); 
$1=1; 

use DBI; 
$GetUsr= ""; 
SGetDate ="" ; 
SNetNum ="" ; 
SFiltDu ="" ; 
Serror = ""; 
&ReadParse(*input); 
SGetUsr = $input{'GetUsr'}; 
SGetDate = $input{'GetDate'}; 
SNetNum = $input{'NetNum'}; 
SFiltDu =$input{TiltDu'}; 

$db="billing"; 
$host="localhost"; 
$port="3306"; 
$userid="root"; 
$passwd="mysql"; 
$connectionInfo="DBI:mysql:database=$db;$host:$port"; 
$dbh = DBI->connect($connectionInfo,$userid,$passwd); 
if (($GetUsr)or($GetDate)) { 
$error= ""; 
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Squery = "SELECT * FROM customer WHERE Ca l l e r lD = 'SGetUsr' AND Start_Time 
LIKE '%$GetDate%' AND Call_duration > SFiltDu AND Dialed_number LIKE 
'$NetNum%' " ; 

Ssth = $dbh->prepare($query); 
$sth->execute(); 
$sth->bind_columns(undef, \$Caller_ID,\$Dialed_number,\$Start_Time, 
\$Call_duration); 

} 

else 
{ 
Serror = "No Date entered - REDO"; 
} 

if (Serror) { 
&pagetop; 
&errmess; 
&bottom; 
exit(); 
} 

&pagetop; 
&output; 

while($sth->fetch()) { 

print" SCallerJD $Dialed_number SStartTime $Call_duration \n"; 
} 

#$command = Sprog." SName"; 

#system("$command SName l>$filestat 2>$filestat"); 

#print" Total Usage for this month: $Usage_hours hrs & $Usage_minutes min \n"; 

#close(INFILE); 

#print "</PRE>"; 
#system("$rm Sfilestatus l>/dev/null 2>/dev/null"); 
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&bottom; 

sub output { 
{ print « E O F 
<Hl><center>This is Your Summary</center> </Hl> 
<BR><P> 
<HR S1ZE="2" NOSHADE> 
<BR><P> 
<PRE> 
EOF 
} 
} 

sub pagetop { 
{ print « E O F 
Content-type: text/html 

<HTML> 
<HEAD>$title</HEAD> 
<BODY BGCOLOR=#ffffff LINK=#0000ff VLINK=#ff0000 ALINK=#FF0000 
TEXT=#000000> 

<HR SIZE="2" NOSHADE> 
<CENTER> 
<TABLE BORDER="0" WrDTH="100%"> 
<TR> 
<TD BGCOLOR="006699" ALIGN="CENTER"> 
<Hl><FONT COLOR="FF9966">&nbsp; <BR>Your Usage</FONT></Hl> 
</TD> 
</TR> 
</TABLE> 
</CENTER> 

<HR SIZE="2" NOSHADE> 

EOF 
} 
} 

sub en-mess { 
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EOF 
} 
} 

Vn"; 
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{ print « E O F 
<H 1 >Error Messages</H 1 > 
<BR><P> 
<HR SIZE="2" NOSHADE> 
<BR><P> 
<CENTER> 
Serror 
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l.Code modification to run the program as daemon 
if (endpoint.Initialise(args)) 
{ 
// These two line make the program to run on command line 
// c o u t « "Press enter to terminate." « endl; 
// cin.get(); 
//This empty while loop enabled the program to run as a daemon 

while(l) 
{ 

} 
} 

2. Code modification for PSTN call origination and PSTN user identification 

BOOL LineMonitor::HandleCall() 
{ 
PString callerlD; 
PString exth323Address; 
PString openam; 
PString a; 
PString b; 
PString c; 
const int maxdigi ts = 10; 
char number[max_digits]; 
char pinnumber[max_digits]; 

""number = 0; 
*pinnumber =0; 

if (device.GetCallerID(lineNumber, callerlD)) 
cout « "Caller is " « callerlD « endl; 

if (collecfNumber) { 

char pin; 
int pin_num_digits = 0; 
char digit; 
int num_digits=0; 
PTimer collectTimer( 10000); 

// Code to get the users pin number for access verification from the PSTN 
network(From users key-pad)// 

cout « "Enter you pin number , then press #" « endl; 

do { 
pin = device.ReadDTMF(lineNumber); 
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if (pin) { 
pinnumber[pin_num_digits++] = pin; 
cout « "pin: " « pin « endl; 
collectTimer = 10000; 

} 
} while((pin != '#') && (pin_num_digits < max_digits) && 

collectTimer.IsRunningO); 

device.StopTone(lineNumber); 

if (pin_num_digits) { 
if (pin '#*) 
pin_num_digits—; 
pinnumber[pin_num_digits] = 0; 
cout « "pin_num_digits: " « pin_num_digits « "Pin number: " «p innumber « 

"a" « a « "b" « b « endl; 

} 
if (*pinnumber) {a = PString(pinnumber);} 
c=231; 
b=123; 

// statement for PSTN user identification// 
callerlD = a; 

//Comparison of the access code entered above with hard coded to numbers, instead 
of this hard coding pin numbers can be compared with set of nubers which are in 
separate file// 

if((a!=b)&&(a!=c)) 
{ device.SetLineOnHook(lineNumber); 
return FALSE; 
} 

i f ( (a=b) | | ( a=c ) ) 
{ 

device.PlayTone(lineNumber, OpalLineInterfaceDevice::DialTone); 

cout « "Enter number to dial at other end, then press #" « endl; 
do { 

digit = device.ReadDTMF(lineNumber); 
if (digit) { 

number[num_digits++] = digit; 
cout « "digit: " « digit « endl; 
collectTimer = 10000; 

} 
} while((digit != '#') && (num_digits < max_digits) && 

collectTimer.IsRunningO); 
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device.StopTone(lineNumber); 

if (num_digits) { 
if (digit =='#•) 

n u m d i g i t s - ; 
number[num_digits] = 0; 
cout « "num_digits: " « num_digits « " number: " « number « endl; 

} 

else { 
device.SetLineOnHook(lineNumber); 
return FALSE; 
} 

} 
} 

endpoint.ClearCall(callToken); 
callToken = PString(); 
Sleep(2000); 
device.SetLineOffHook(lineNumber); 

// Code which allows the PSTN users to call any registered endpoint who are 
registered in the same zone // 
// if we have collected a number concatenate with ip host 
if(*number) { 

exth323Address = PString(number) ; 
} 
else { 

exth323Address = h323Address; 
} 

cout « "exth323Address " « exth323Address « endl; 

// now make call 
GatewayConnection * myConnection = (GatewayConnection 

*)endpoint.MakeCall(exth323Address, callToken); 
if (myConnection = NULL) 

return FALSE; 

myConnection->line = this; 
myConnection->SetLocalPartyName(callerID); 
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PTimer ringTimer(3000); 

// The myConnection variable becomes suspect after this, so don't use it 

while (!endpoint.IsConnectionEstablished(callToken)) { 
// If H.323 call has failed then ignore the call 
i f (! endpoint.HasConnection(callToken)) 

return FALSE; 

if (IcollectNumber) { 
// If the ringing stops before establishment, clear the call and exit 
if (!IsLEDRinging(device, lineNumber, ringTimer)) { 

endpoint.ClearCall(callToken); 
return FALSE; 

if (IcollectNumber) { 
cout « "Line " « device « '-' « lineNumber « " going off hook" « e n d l ; 
// Have H.323 call answered, so answer the PSTN line 
device.SetLineOffHook(lineNumber); 

} 

// Now wait for either party to hang up 
while (endpoint.HasConnection(callToken) && 

! device. IsLineDisconnected(lineN umber)) 
if (shutdown. Wait(200)) 

return TRUE; 

cout « "Line " « device « '-' « lineNumber « " disconnected." « endl; 
endpoint.ClearCall(callToken); 
return TRUE; 
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